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SUMMARY 

As part of a continuing northern program of the Geothermal Service of the 

Earth Physics Branch, subsurface temperatures have been measured at over 128 

sites in the permafrost region of Canada. Data are usually gathered at 

resource exploration holes in cooperation with the companies involved and the 

Department of Indian and Northern Affairs. At the majority of these sites, 

cMH has no responsibility to effect a final abandonment at the completion of 

the science program; however, by agreement with the regulatory bodies , the 

Geothermal Service is responsible for certain completion procedures at a 

number of these sites. Since the mid-1960's, EMR has assumed responsibility 

to carry out final abandonment procedures at 31 wells; 23 of these are now 

aba ndoned and most of those remaining require only a simple bullplug to be 

placed . 

This report lists the wells for which EMR is responsible and describes in 

deta il the six sites abandoned by Branch personnel in the 1982 field season , 

bringing up to date a similar report prepared in 1981 (Taylor and Judge, 1981). 
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Introduction 

The Geothermal Service is undertaking subsurface temperature measurernents 

at rnany sites in northern Canada at depths greater than 125rn. Data are 

available at over 128 sites within the permafrost region of Canada (Taylor, 

Burgess, Judge and Allen, 1982). 

In all but a couple of cases, these data are taken at wells drilled in the 

course of resource exploration. While a number of rnining holes have been used 

to obtain deep ternperature measurements, rnost of the data cornes from wells 

drilled for petroleurn exploration. Judge and Taylor (1976) describe the 

preservation techniques used at rnany of these wells to accornrnodate subsequent 

measurements and the responsibility assurned by EMR to cornplete the final 

abandonrnent at sorne oil exploration sites, as required by the Departrnent of 

Indian and Northern Affairs. At present, no responsibility has been assumed 

by EMR for rnining holes that are used. 

For most petroleurn wells cornpleted prior to 1973, a final abandonrnent 

requires the placing of a five-sack cernent plug in the top 10 rn of the surface 

casing . After 1973, a steel bullplug closing off the open hole is norrnally 

adequate (Figure 1). However, prior to abandoning a site for which EMR holds 

responsibility, details of the particular cornpletion are discussed with the 

Department of Indian and Northern affairs. 

A previous report (Taylor and Judge, 1981) outlined the status at that 

tirne of our ternperature monitoring prograrn and EMR's responsibility to abandon 

sorne of the preserved wells. This report describes the six abandonments that 

have been cornpleted during the past field season and lists the eight remaining 

wells that EMR has responsibility to abandon at the cornpletion of the science 

pro gram. 



Abandonments completed in 1982 

a) Arctic Islands 

Brock I-20 

Hoodoo H-37 

Amund Central Dome H-40 

Pat Bay A-72 

Gemini E-10 
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Five sites, two requiring cernent surface plugs, were abandoned in the 

Arctic Islands in May, 1982, following an unsuccessful attempt in the summer 

of 1981. The earlier trip had been scheduled in the summer to facilitate the 

c ernent abandonments and to obtain summer site photos and surface rock samples, 

which would assist in our analysis. However, an unusually wet arctic summer 

prec eeded a long stretch of bad weather and a subsequent lack of aircraft in 

Au gust precluded the abandonments by EPB personnel. To increase the 

probability of succeeding the following year, the trip was scheduled for the 

arc tic spring, when long stretches of good, clear weather are common. In 

retrospect, the somewhat greater difficulty in cementing in the cold (-20° to 

- 30°C ) weather at that time was more than offset by good weather and 

si rnp l ifi ed logistics. The summer itinerary had required staging the cementing 

a bandonments from Mould Bay (1.2 hrs to Brock) and Resolute (2 hrs to Hoodoo); 

in May, we were able to use Panarctic rigs drilling nearMackenzie King and 

Ellef Ringnes Islands as staging bases, reducing the flight time to 40 minutes 

or less. This is a major consideration in aircraft load/fuel planning when 

the possibility of poor weather at destination is high. In May, 1982, we used 
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Panarctic Cape Mamen F-24 as a base for Brock, picking up 130 litres of hot 

water for use with the cernent; Panarctic Sculpin E-08 was used as a base for 

Hoodoo. 

The planning of the two cernent abandonments included discussions with 

three oilfield service companies and the developrnent of contingency plans to 

cover problerns that rnight arise. Normally, surface plugs are placed just 

pri or to rig release, when the wellbore temperature would be elevated due to 

the circulation of rnud during drilling. However, in wells preserved for our 

extended use, temperatures of -20°C might be expected in the upper few metres 

in May. The choice of cernent and the placement of the plug were recognized as 

critical to the success of the abandonments. The principal consideration was 

that the cernent should set before it froze. The cooling of the plug from a 

placement temperature of a few degrees above zero was modelled in our wellbore 

simulation program. Depending on the pararneters that had to be estimated, 

this program predicted about 5 to 8 hours for the plug to freeze. To extend 

this interval, provision was made in our strategy to preheat the casing by 

flaring the diesel in the well; subsequent discussion, however, with the 

cernent company suggested this would not be necessary, and the procedure was 

dropped from consideration. 

Lengthy telephone conversations ensued with personnel at Dowell of Canada 

and Halliburton Services Limited; considering the cernent available at Resolu~e 

or Rea Point, we finally chose Halliburton "Permafrost" cernent (white bag). 

Halliburton suggested testing a sarnple of the actual cernent to be used; a 10 

kg pail was sent from Resolute beforehand to their Calgary lab. Unfortunately 

it appeared that the wrong cernent was sent from Resolute, so the tests were of 

no value. 
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The installation of steel bullplugs at the three other sites was routine. 

Description and photos are given in Appendix 1. An attempt was made to 

abandon Neil 0-15; however, a quantity of gravel had been bulldozed around the 

wellhead at rig release, and although the well and valve can be opened easily 

for logging, the valve assembly cannot be rotated for removal due to the 

gravel obstruction. The abandonment hardware was left above the valve (see 

pictures in Appendix 2) rather than below as required by the regulations 

(Figure 1). A short nipple section was included to raise the sign to make it 

more visible from the air in this deep snow area. Picks and shovels will be 

taken on the next logging trip to remove some of the frozen material so that 

the bullplug can be placed properly. 

A very deep and extensive snow field was found again to cover the Louise 

wellsite . A landing was not made but there was evidently little change since 

the area was investigated in 1980. The location was confirmed by comparing 

the snow- exposed rock pattern on the face of the cliff overhanging the 

wellsite to photos taken on logging trips in the mid-1970's. 

b) Mackenzie Delta and Region 

Sadene D-02 

Only the Mobil Sadene D-02 (File #281) well was abandoned in the western 

Arctic in 1982. The abandonment was a routine one involving the installation 

o f a bull - plug and suitable couplings on the riser. Additional natural plugs 

of ice exist in the casing at 45 m and 244 m which have restricted logging. 

Two wells remain to be abandoned as the specific responsibility of Earth 

Physics . Of these the Horton River G-02 site (#77) will be used as a 
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long-term monitoring experirnent on convective overturn and the North Ellice 

J-23 (#271) site, which strictly requires only a bull-plug, rnay be abandoned 

wi th a cernent plug because of the non-standard pipe used in the well-head 

complet ion . 

To sumrnarize, of the 31 wells for which EMR accepted responsibility for 

final abandonrnent since the 1960's, 23 have been abandoned by August, 1982. 

(Table 1, part 1). Of these, responsibility for seven abandonments was 

assumed by the cornpanies involved, usually a result of a blockage developing 

that prevented adequate logging (e.g. EPB file numbers 87, 97, 98 , 174). Four 

were abandoned through contracts let to nearby general contractors ($9415). 

The rernaining twelve were completed by EPB personnel during routine logging 

trips . In these cases, the cost is usually no more than the hardware 

requ ired, if the aircraft expenses and personnel tirne are assigned to our 

routine data acquisition budgets. We might note here that the cost of 

preserving wells in the Arctic for our ternperature rneasuring prograrn has 

exceeded final abandonment costs by far. Figure 1 in the earlier report 

(Taylor and Judge, 1981) compares the two costs over the years and rnay be 

considered for all practical purposes to be a current picture. 

Of the 23 sites now abandoned, 14 yielded a fully satisfactory data set. 

Blockages or surface completion damage at six sites (55, 87 , 97, 98, 100 and 

255) t erminated our rneasurernents prernaturely or greatly reduced the logging 

dept h. No data was obtained at three sites (EPB file nurnbe rs 90, 93 and 174). 

Abandonrnents rernaining to be done 

Table 1, part 2 , lists the 8 wells for which the Branch has a continuing 

responsibili ty e ventually to abandon . Locations are shown in Figure 2. Only 
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one requires a cernent plug, although North Ellice J-23 may be abandoned more 

easily with cernent than with a bullplug. All the couplings and other fittings 

have been purchased. 

At this time, very limited trips purely for logging are planned for 1983 

because of CESAR; however, it should be possible to finish this abandonment 

program by the 1984 field season, leaving the Reindeer and Horton sites for 

long term monitoring. Garnier must be abandoned in the summer, as must Louise 

(in order to find) and North Ellice. We do not expect any particular problem 

with completing this program and the expense should be negligible if 

abandonments are effected when in the areas for routine logging. All flying 

normally is covered by our PCSP allotment. 
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55 

62 

70 

76 

86 

87 

89 

90 

91 

93 

94 

95 

97 
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LIST OF WELLS FOR WHICH E.M.R. HAS 

ACCEPTED RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

FINAL ABANDONMENT 

l) ABANDONMENTS COMPLETED 

Name of Well 

Lobitos et al 
Resolute L-41 

Socony Mobil 
N. Cath B-62 

IOE Providence A-47 

CPOG Kugaluk N-02 

Panarctic Hoodoo H-37 

Elf Wilkins E-60 

Shell Beaverhouse H-13 

Abandonment 
De ta ils 

EPB contract, 1977 ($2415) 

EPB personnel, 1970 (cost 
about $2000) 

EPB personnel, 1970 (cost 
about .$1000) 

by company 

EPB personnel, 1982 ($150, 
note 3) 

Company responsibility, 
(letter from Robertson 
September 17/74; see Appendix 
2 of Internal Report 81-4). 

by company 

Panarctic Amund Central Dome H-40 EPB personnel, 1982 ($100, 
note 3) 

Elf Jameson Bay C-31 

Panarctic et al Cornwallis 
Central Dome K-40 

Candex et al 
Dahadinni M-43A 

Aquitaine et al Rowley M-04 

Panarctic Fosheim N-27 

by company (note 1) 

EPB personnel 1980 
( $1000, note 4) 

EPB contract, 1977 ($1700) 

EPB personnel 1980 
($1400, note 4) 

by company (note 2) 



98 

100 

151 

158 

168 

17 4 

175 

258 

276 

281 

NOTES 
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Elf et al Storkerson A-15 

Arco Clarke et al 
Hume River D-57 

Arco West Whitefish H-34 

Panarctic Brock I-20 

Panarctic Dundas C-80 

Highland Lake I-23 

Gemini E-10 

Panarctic Pat Bay A-72 

Shell Ulu A-35 

Mobil Gulf Sadene D-02 

Company responsibility (letter 
from Robertson, Sept. 17/74) 

EPB contract, 1977 ($2650) 

EPB contract 1977 ($2650) 

EPB personnel, 1982 ($150, 
note 3) 

EPB personnel 1980 ($100, note 
3) 

Company responsibility (letter 
from Chizelle, July 12, 1973; 
see Appendix 2 of Internal 
Report 81-2). 

EPB personnel, 1982 ($100, 
note 3) 

EPB personnel, 1982 ($100, 
note 3) 

EPB personnel, 1978 ($100, 
note 3) 

EPB personnel, 1982 ($100, 
note 3) 

1. Observed cemented to surface during logging trip of 1976. 

2. By agreement, EPB cable remains through the cernent plug. Cable failed 
shortly after installation. 

3. Abandonments by EPB personnel done normally during routine temperature 
logging; cost represents any material used, such as couplin~s and 
bullplugs, or cernent. 

4. As for note 3. Special trip from Ottawa required to these jobs in summer 
conditions. Inclues share of $800 airfare and $1000 salary estimate. 
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77 

92 

169 

197 
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271 
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2) REMAINING TO BE ABANDONED 

Name of Well 

BA Shell lOE 
Reindeer D-27 

Elf Horton River G-02 

Panarctic Garnier 0-21 

Panarctic Louise Bay 0-25 

Gulf WC et al 
Neil 0-15 

Panarctic et al 
Pedder Pt. D-4 9 

SOBC Can. Sup. et al 
North Ellice J-23 

Panarctic Cornwall 0-30 

Hardware 
Reguired 

cernent plug 

install sign 

2-2" NPT coupling 
1-2" NPT bullplug 

2-3" NPT coupling 
1-3" NPT bullplug 
presently on well 
(see Appendix 2) 

2-2 1/2" SCH 80 
coupling 
1-2 1/2" Bullplug, 
8 threads per inch 

cernent or welded 
bullplug 

2-2" NPT coupling 
1-2" NPT bullplug 

A = active measurement site 

R = measurements cornplete, ready to be abandoned. 

NOTES 

Status 

A (note 1) 

A (note 2) 

R (note 3) 

R 

R 

A 

R 

A 

1. Extended term measurernent site. Gulf carried out considerable additional 
rectification work in 1976. Letter from Blue, Oct. 2/74. Site visited by 
EPB in July 1981, November 1981, and July 1982. See pictures in 
Appendix 2 and letters in Appendix 3. 

2. Tentative plans are to install an autornatic ternperature recorder to 
monitor convective overturn. 

3. Company well completion discovered eut below ground surface subsequent to 
their abandonment. Letter frorn Hood, Aug. 27/80. Well casing filled with 
about 600m frozen drilling mud. See appendices of Internal Report 81-4. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Well abandonment reports for sites completed in 1982 

Brock I-20 

Hoodoo H-37 

Amund Central Dome H-40 

Pat Bay A-72 

Gemini E-10 

Sadene D-02 
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WELL ABANDONMENT REPORT 

WELL: Panarctic Brock I-20 

LOCATION: 77°59.7'N 114°33.9•w 

ELEVATION: 16 m 

SPUD: 1972 April 14 

RI G RE LE ASE: 1972 June 28 

SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENTS BY EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH: Five temperature logs to 

840m, four of which are published in 

Taylor, A.E. and Judge, A.S. 1977 

Canadian Geothermal Data Collection - Northern Wells 

1977-78. Geothermal Series No. 10, Earth Physics 

Branch, EMR 194 p. 

PERMAFROST DEPTH: 422m 

ABANDONMENT BY EPB: 

DATE: 

TECHNIQUE: 

1982 May l; air temperature -30°C 

The well was logged as usual, and then opened at the 

upper threaded joint in the large diameter casing. The 

top of the diesel fuel in this casing was found to be 

about 3m below ground level so no fuel had to be pumped 

out to accommodate the plug. A plywood dise slightly 

smaller than the well was lowered on a string of light 

threaded rods and held just above the fluid surface 

using a pipe wrench (picture). A cernent mixer was used 

to make a slurry, using 3 gal. water for each 80 lb. bag 

of Halliburton Permafrost Cernent. One bag was made at a 

time and poured into the well. When all five bags had 
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been put in, the rod supporting the wooden dise and 

cernent column was permitted to slide down a short 

distance to refusal, presumably when the wooden dise met 

the diesel surface. 

The upper surface of the plug is about 0.5m below 

ground level; hence, the plug, . consisting of 5 sacks of 

Permafrost cernent, occupies the upper 2.5m of casing. 

The casing and sign assembly were re-installed. 

The well name and location are stamped on the original 

steel arrow sign; the large sheet metal sign installed a 

number of years ago to improve visibility of the site 

from the air was left on the well, as shown in the 

picture. 

The site and general area appeared clean, as far as 

could be seen with the complete snow cover in May. 
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BROCK 1-20 

Placing cernent surface plug at final abondonment 

by Earth Physics Branch, EMR, May 1, 1982. 
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WELL ABANDONMENT REPORT 

WELL: 

LOCATION: 

ELEVATION: 

SPUD: 

Panarctic Hoodoo Dorne H-37 

78°6.5'N 99°45.6'W 

~~ 

1969 Dec. 20 

RIG RELEASE: 1970 August 17 

SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENTS BY EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH: Five ternperature logs to 840rn 

four of which are published in 

Taylor, A.E. and Judge, A.S. 1977. 

Canadian Geotherrnal Data Collection - Northern Wells 

1977-78. 

Geothermal series No. 10, Earth ?hysics Branch, EMR 

194 p. 

Fifth log (unpublished) taken at tirne of abandonrnent. 

PERMAFROST DEPTH: 303rn 

ABANDONMENT BY EPB: 

DATE: 

TECHNIQUE : 

1982 May 2; air ternperature -30°C 

The well was logged as usual and then opened at the 

upper threaded joint in the large diarneter casing. The 

top of the diesel fuel in this casing was found to be 

about 6 rn below ground level so no fuel had to be purnped 

out to accornrnodate the plug. A plywood dise slightly 

srnaller than the well was lowered on a string of light 

threaded rods and held just above the fluid surface 

using a pipe wrench. Cernent was rnixed by hand in a 

srnall drurn, using 3 gal water for each 80 lb bag of 
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Halliburton Permafrost Cernent. One bag was made at a 

time and poured into the well. When all five bags had 

been put in, the rod supporting the wooden dise and 

cernent column was permitted to slide down a short 

distance to refusa!, presumably when the wooden dise met 

the diesel surface. The upper surface of the plug is 

about 3m below ground level; hence, this surface plug is 

located from 3m to 6m below the ground surface. 

The casing cap and original sign assembly was 

re-installed, as shown in the picture. The general 

appearance of the surrounding area is good. 
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HOODOO H-37 

Site following placing of cernent surface plug 

by Earth Physics Branch, EMR, May 2, 1982. 
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WELL ABANDONMENT REPORT 

WELL: 

LOCATION: 

ELEVATION: 

SPUD: 

RIG RELEASE: 

Panarctic Amund Central Dorne H-40 

78°19.S'N 96°15.8'W 

63rn 

1970 Novernber 10 

1971 April 25 

SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENTS BY EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH: Hole found blocked near 2lm 

depth in May 1971. Atternpts to rernove blockage were not 

successful. No ternperature logs were recovered. 

PERMAFROST DEPTH: 

ABANDONMENT BY EPS: 

DATE: 

TECHNIQUE: 

Not detennined 

1982 May 3 

The riser was removed frorn the swage and a 2 3/8" EVE 

coupling was installed on the swage using thread sealant 

(Loctite). A bullplug was threaded using sealant, into 

this coupling to seal the well. The riser was threaded 

into a coupling previously welded to the head of the 

bullplug (see picture and compare Figure 1). 

A sign, prepared by EPB, was bolted to the riser. 

Snow cover pennitted only a cursory assessment of the 

site, but a dozen or so barrels are near the well (see 

picture, to left of sign). 
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AMUND CENTRAL DOME H-40 

Position of steel bullplug (into coupling on swage) 

at final abandonment by Earth Physics Branch, EMR, May 3, 1982. 

---~ ----

--/ 

( 

1 ; ' 
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WE.LL ABANDONMENT REPORT 

WELL: 

LOCATION: 

ELEVATIO N: 

SPUD : 

RIG RELEASE: 

Panarctic Pat Bay A-72 

77°21.o'N 105°27.o•w 

17m 

1975 Oct. 28 

1975 May 4 

SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENTS BY EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH: Five temperature logs over 

seven years. The first log was taken to 488m about 2 

weeks after rig release. Subsequent visits found the 

well blocked at 163 m and thereafter only shorter logs 

are available. Four logs are published in: 

PERMAFROST DEPTH: 

ABANDONMENT BY EPB: 

DATE: 

TECHNIQUE: 

Judge, A.S., Taylor, A.E., Burgess, M., Allen, V.S. 1981. 

Canadian Geothermal Data Collection - Northern 

Wells, 1978-80. 

Geothermal Series Number 12, Earth Physics Branch, 

EMR, 190 p. 

greater than 300 m 

1982 May 3 

In attempting to clear the blockage, a 5 kg weight on 

wireline had been stuck in the casing. Attempts to pull 

the weight back failed so the line was eut and the 

weight remains stuck around 163m. 

To abandon, the valve was removed and replaced by a 

3" NPT coupling, using a thread sealant. A bullplug was 

threaded into this coupling to seal the well (compare 

Figure 1). The original sign was installed in the 

coupling previously welded to the bullplug (see picture). 
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No debris is visible at this time of year although 

several windrows or piles of gravel are visible in the 

are a. 
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PAT BAY A-72 

Position of steel bullplug (into coupling on riser) 

at final abandonment by Earth Physics Branch, May 3, 1982. 
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WELL ABANDONMENT REPORT 

WELL: 

LOCATION: 

ELEVATION: 

SPUD: 

RIG RELEASE: 

Panarctic Gemini E-10 

79°59.4'N 84°4.2'W 

u~ 

1972 CX::t. 14 

1973 Mar. 15 

SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENTS BY EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH: Eight logs to 876m over nine 

years; seven logs published in: 

Judge, A.S., Taylor, A.E., Burgess, M., Allen, V.S. 1981. 

Canadian Geothermal Data Collection - Northern Wells, 

1978-80. 

Geothermal Series Number 12, Earth Physics Branch, 

EMR, 190 p. 

The eighth log, taken at time of abandonment, is 

unpublished at present. 

PERMAFROST DEPTH: 50lm 

ABANDONMENT BY EPB: 

DATE: 

TECHNIQUE: 

1982 May 4 

The valve and sign assembly were removed from the swage 

on the larger casing. A 3" NPT coupling was screwed on 

the swage with Loctite pipe sealant and a bullplug 

similarly installed in this coupling to seal the well. 

The mate between the coupling welded to the bullplug and 

the valve/sign was achieved using a short section of 

nipple (see picture). 

The original sign on the well gives the operator and 

well name only. The general site environs appears clean 

and level. 
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GEMINI E-10 

Position of steel bullplug (into coupling on swage) 

at final abandonment by Earth Physics Branch, EMR, May 4, 1982. 
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WELL ABANDONMENT REPORT 

WELL: 

LOCATION: 

ELEVATION: 

SPUD: 

RIG RELEASE: 

~bile Gulf Sadene 0-02 

68°51.0'N 126°47.3'W 

233m 

1977 March 08 

1977 May 06 

SUBSEQUENT MEASUREMENTS BY EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH: Four ternperature logs; 

first to 429m, others to 245m, over period of 5 years. 

First three logs published in Judge et al. 1981. 

Canaaian Geothermal Data Collection - Northern Wells 

1978-80. Geothermal Series Number 12, Earth Physics 

Branch, EMR, 

PERMAFhOST DEPTH: 

ABANDONMENT BY EPS: 

DATE: 

T~CHNIQUE: 

190 p. 

Greater than 309m 

1982 July 20 

An attempt was made to relog the well prior to 

abandonrnent but the well was found plugged at 46 m. 

Repeated attempts to clear were unsuccessful and the 

probe was found to have ice on the tip upon recovery. 

To complete the abandonment the valve was removed from 

the pipe welded to the well-head assembly. A bull-plug 

and welded coupling was screwed on the pipe using a 

thread sealant and the sign replaced on the well using a 

second coupling above the bull-plug. The completion is 

as shown in the attached photographs. 

In general the site is fairly clear although several 

fuel drums noted on the first visit remain at the site. 
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SADENE D-02 

Site following placement of bull-plug by EPB in July, 1982. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Recent pictures of some sites remaining to be abandoned 

Reindeer D-27 

Neil 0-15 
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REINDEER D-27 

Severe erosion around site discovered in July, 1980. 

A thick ice-wedge underlies the site and is visible in all photos. 
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REINDEER D-27 (July 1980) 
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REINDEER D-27 (July, 1980) 

1 
• 
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REINDEER D- 27 (Spring, 1982) 
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REINDEER D-27 (July, 1982) 
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NEIL 0-15 (May, 1982) 

Position of steel bullplug (immediately above large valve). 

Valve frozen into ground mounded around well at rig release. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Supporting Correspondence 



l 1,t·1q y. M 1111". , 11 1d 
i l l'.,U l Jl l( ·'. , C.11 1;1(! ;1 

llc tober 8, 1981 

~Ir. John lln a t iuk, 

l'r 1u q1f>. Mines et 
l 1c ·· . c;uu r ce~ Cariada 

~a nager, Fronticr Development, 
Gulf Canada Ltd., 
P.O. Box 130, 
Ca l gary, Al b erta T2P 2117 

Dear John: 

-3'f-

~1 

I e nclose here scvcral photographs showing the slumping that occ11 rr e d 
this surruner in the vicinity of the Reindeer D-;;l-1"'well. As yo u ca n see 
the well pr escntly sits in the back wall of the slide which pre s uma b l y 
will undergo further degradation due to thermal erosion. 

Should yo u plan on abandoning the well this coming winter, wc wo uld 
. 1 pp rcciat ~ advan c e notice to enable us to read the cable on e la s t timc, 
<m cJ thcn rcmovc it from the well. 

\Ji tli tl 1L' \Jt·ll a s a good refcrence point we have an idcal op po rtuni.t y f o r 
l i r L· ful obs ervations on the rates of erosion etc. ovcr th l' 1w;.;t ~ . c · v v ral 

'.'L' .I r s . 1-ll' prob;,ibly should also b e monitoring the thermal r eg imc i n ~rnd 

:11 u unJ t l1 c s lump if WC' h:id the availablC' manpowe r. 

\\ , . h:1VL' Vl' r y mu c h :1ppn•c iat c d the opportunity to use tli l· wv l 1 n v l' r tliL' 

pJs t lb YL'J r s , the resulting data set is one of the bcst in cxis t c n c <· an d 
h;.i s b een us e d in many papers ta discu s s th e restoration of t h e r ma l 
<'q ui1i b riu r.1 and frcczchack in J\rctic wcll s . 

/\ Lrn Judg c 
Dn ~!- ion o f Se i s mo ] o g y 
:rn cl Geoth c rmal Studi es 

c c : Martin Sm itl1 

/\ .J: dw 

...... 
1 L~ ' . 1 · • 

,,) . v ' · o: 5, t·~· · 'v;CÇ/ 
.. · : Gr·vrc·-·· -:1 :-L-:::1e~ 

. ,J t 1:,C·' . (!' 1ry C ~(· :::.~.: r i: 
·-.i .·.a C,c;r 1.J'Ja 

• . A 0'1 3 

: ) 11_•, : \J I '..! l ' Id ptl ]'S1q1.,.C J .. CJ ·ulie 
Dr . .::., 0 ·1 ce ~ a sérsn 101ou 1c 
et ces ct. ... dc~. qèothcrrn1ques 
~ . ~1.,K c de 1 0-tJscrvdturrc 
O::d.va Canada 
K l A OY3 



lnd1an and 
Northern Affairs 

l\. E. Taylor 

Affaires indiennes 
et du Nord 

Division of Seismology 
and Geothermal Studies 
l Observatory Crescent 
Ottawa, Ontùrio 
KlA OY3 

Dear Al: 

Re: Temperature Observation Wells 

P.O. Box 1500 
Yellowknife, N.W.T. 
XlA 2R3 

1981-11-18 

Your Ille Vaire rél&rence 

Our hie NO/Io rôlérence 

Just a note to thank you for the excellent photos and survey 
from this suilUllers program. 

-'Io-

results 

t: D-).7 
lt would be interesting to know what happened at the Reindeer Well to 
c.:iuse such severe thawing around the wellhead. 

I have written to Gulf -- as a matter-of-fact, I will be starting with 
Gulf Canada Resources on December 1/81 and you will be able to reach 
me in Calgary at 233-4000. 

I hope you can keep up the necessary research and monitoring of these 
wells and I am sure the Yellowknife C.O.G.L.A. staff will give you 
cvery assistance. Please contact Mr. A.F. (Sandy) Halcrow or Mr. H.E. 
(Ha l) Flanders for future work. 

l'hanks again for your help. 

MLS/ah 

Yours truly, 

M.L. Smith 
A/Regional Manager 
Oil & Gas Section 

Aecycled papet . 
Conserve energy 
Tho luture deponds on rt 

Papier recyclé. 
f.conomlSOOS l'énergie 
L 'avonW' en dépend 


